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To Estonia and back
Chicago video art in the Baltic
Please join Andrew Hicks as he reports on the experience of showing the
work of 14 Chicago video artists in Eston ia. Known as CHICAGO WORKS,
this coll ection of videos features the efforts of 4 members of the 1AM
faculty: Janell Baxter, Niki Nol in, Emily Kuehn, and Andrew Hicks
CHI CAGO WORKS Is part of Fldeorest , an art festival in Talli n, Estonia. Fldeofest ls organized by
Non Grata, an Estonian artist collective. NG has a 10 year history of experimental art

production and international exhibition. They host 3 International festivals each year.
NG supports artist residencies and art education programming year round .
http://'Nww.nonarata.ee
hnp://-w.nongrata.ee/f1lm/f1lm.html

~

FROM CHICAGO

•

TO CHICAGO

November 11th at 5PM •

room 405
623 S. Wabash

Over the course of one hour CHICAGO WORKS presents the research of 14 video
make rs Into concepts surrounding the (virtual) body. Their findings ra nge from the
highly symbolic to the plainly overt, providing a un ique insight into the culture of the
city and the bodies inha biting it.
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. . Shaun_Crittenden

Artist Portfolio: www.shauncrittenden.com

From time to time I like to plan:
Plan what will take place later
this day, this week and sometimes
the rest of my life. Plan, plan
and plan some more. However,
sometimes the surest of plans are
not the most fulfilling.

Until my senior year of high school, I was lallygagging my way to

a state university, probably to major in accounting . If you told
me I would end up living in Chicago and designing my way to a
degree in the Interactive Arts and Media department, I would
have had difficulty believing it. But. in those final months when
life-changing decisions are made, my plan took a sharp curve
and went towards Columbia instead.

I have always been drawn to the aesthetics of things

how everything looked. Composition and uniqueness

or lack thereof
would draw my interest. Growing up, I would study my grandma's masterful doodles, trying
to absorb some of her style. I have also always been curious as to how things worked. "How Things Work " happened to be the title of one of my favorite childhood books. It was filled with brilliant illustrations of levers and
pulleys and tiny cavemen and woolly mammoths making these gadgets function . This eventually drove me to
pry apart many household electronics and toys just to see what was inside. My mother loved that new hobby. It
was only natural for me to aim for a field that incorporated both of these interests: Aesthetics and functionali ty.
Good Web design truly requires having a passionate interest in both of these
Chicago has a plethora of opportunities and is also close enough for me to go home and visit the family. Columbia has provided a forum for the development of my skills and passions. I have made new friends and even
a few contacts. Recently, I have achieved some success with the re-design of my portfolio. A number of online
Web galleries have featured my site . It is great to see the traffic spike and get compliments or critiques from
other designers. It is very exciting to enter my senior year and still see so much yet to learn. The Web evolves
soquicklythatittakes passion to keep up with it, and I lookforwardtothechase. I am eager to get out in the
field to experience it all, while learning everything I can and to be a part of what is developing.
All of this feels more right than the first plan ever did. -,.
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._. Ke lly_Anderson, 2006/ IAM Alum

Artist Portfolio: www.th isiskell.com

So~ teJtmea little b i L a Q _ ~
Well,lamtall-ish,rideabikeandprefernottowearshoes
during the summer time. I originally came to Columbia to
study art, but funny enough, I came out a programmer.
Even though I chose become a software engineer, I always
strive to maintain a sense of balance between technology
andart.
Whatdoyoudoforwork andhowdidyougetthere?
I recently joined Mediafly,a really solid company here in
Chicago that deals in Podcast distribution. It's exciting
work, but challenging at the same time. I'm currently
working on redesigning their websites new mediaw
player,andbythetimeyou readthis.itmaybelive! Look
for it at: www.mediafly.com . The tough part though, as
with any job in this industry, is being open and willing to
learn an entire, new set of technologies. Right now, my
desk is littered with both fat and skinny books on ASP.
NET, CSS and JavaScript.
Previous to Mediafly, I worked with Babaroga, a topnotch development company specializing in mobile video
games. I used primarily BREW and J2M E and was di rectly
involved in developing several, high-profile games for
Electronic Arts, including SimCity, Pictionary and Spore
I had a couple of amazing mentors at Babaroga and owe
them a Jot of credit for molding me into the programmer
lam today
Howdid_Columb_i_?!_belJ!.P.re.P~rg__yQu for__yourcaree(?
I'll be the first to admit that I lacked a bit of direction
when I first started school. I bounced from college to
college and department to department before finding my

muse in the Interactive Arts and Media program . lt was
therethatlfoundteacherswhoinspiredme,classesthat
challenged me and peers who supported me. Columbia
reinforced my independent nature, encouraged me to
create my own opportunities and instilled a desire to
~create Change:·
I would argue though, my experiences outside of school
made just as much of a difference . During t he same

Any thoughts on the future of the tech industry?
I recently returned from living, traveling and studying in
India. I became curious about the rise of modern India
andtheimpactsithasonthetech industry so I decided
to experience it first-hand . I bounced all across the
country for five months but I spent the majority ofmy
time in Bangalore, the ~Si licon Valley" of the East.
It blew my mind to realize how many American companies
were actually out there, off-shoring their work . Within my
first two weeks in Bangalore, I already made contacts
with employees at Google. IBM, Adobe and Motorola
I became acquainted with a couple of these guys very
well. They were all every talented, well educated, yet
getting paid a fifth of t he salary of an American worker
in the same job. This may sound like slave labor, but
the truth is their cost of living is so low that - relatively
speaking-theyactuallyenjoyamuchhigherstandard
of living.
Mind you, much of the work being farmed out to India
tends to be grunt work such as monotonous stuff

period I attended Columbia, I was also very involved in
the art community. I, along with a group of like-minded
artists frustrated with the gallery-scene establ ishment,

that nobody here seems to wants to do. But, with the
economy heading in the direction that it is, I would not

decided to open our own space: the Ante:room . Together.
we curated dozens of shows and opened the doors for

be surprised to see more and more in-demand jobs
heading their way. This experience was a real eyeopener. For anyone who has not yet read, ~The World is

artists to experiment, take risks and receive immediate
feedback on their work. From t his, I realized a new level
of the do-it-yourself mentality.

Flat" by Thomas Friedman, I would highly recommend it.

///////#/////////////////////////

Plans for the future?

Change 1s inevitable There rs no sense fighting 1t The
worst thing you can do 1s to ignore 1t The new global
economy we re in doesn t necessanly mean doom and
gloom but opportunity 1f you look at 1t in a certain way
Compet1t1on 1s good It helps curb costs and creates
more room for innovation t encourage
recognize change and figure out ways to embrace 1t

This 1s where I feel my Columbia education has really
paid off I believe the future 1s bnght for the idea people
out there Those who can think outside of the box l
also see maJoropportumt1esforanyone who can cross
cultural barners between America India China and
even Russia and Brazil These countries are becoming
more and more interdependent especially m the tech
sector and anyone w1lhng to expenence working abroad
should be in huge demand

A number of thanks to those who
made my 1AM experience everything that 1t was Tracy
Taylor Laura Watral AndreJa DJokov1c and, of course
the late great Chris Sorg and Frank Chnst Plus a shout
out to John Jenn Joe Tzu Sing and all of you from the
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by Steven Beach

1111
Artist Portfolio : www.theresadevine.com

Art is an object, idea or experience that
transcends and becomes more than the sum of
its parts. This is a phrase that Theresa Devine
lives by and, a long time from now, will die by.
This is her definition of art. In her classroom this
definition is the core of her teaching. Through
lectures, PowerPoint presentations, various
videos on the web and in-class assignments,
Theresa encourages and pushes her students
to develop unique, individual, artistic identities .
Not only does she challenge and inspire her
students, but teaches them to not merely
entertain the masses, but to add value to our
society through their work. As a former student
of Theresa 's I could have written pages about
the things I've learned and
observed in her classroom
throughout the semester. But
this isn't my story to tell it's hers.

HN163500Feb06,2007
30Mx42Md!gltalprint
fromtheNotlnmyNe/ghborhoodseries

What is your educational background?
In May of 1991, I achieved a Bachelor of Fine Arts with an em-

of interaction and time within the video-game medium gave me
more tools to communicate with my audience in addition to

phasis in Painting and Printmaking from Texas A&M at Corpus

providing access to a larger venue. This motivated me to learn

Christi. In May of 1994, I also earned a Master of Fine Arts
in Painting from the University of Houston. In April of 2002,
I fulfilled the requirements for a Microsoft Certified Solution
Developer designation.

how to build games.

Where were you before you started teaching at Columbia?
I have been making my living as a programmer for 10 years

You transitioned tmm teaching only programming at Cnhunbia to teaching programming and game design How did you
acquirethegame-designciass?
I can only speculate as to the reason, but I suspect because
I'm teaching "concept~ within the programming class and

with various corporate IT teams . Before that, I taught art at

this got the attention of the faculty. When the question came

Junior High and K-8 schools in Houston. I was also a teaching
fellow dyring graduate school where I taught color theory and

up as to who would teach the design class, I believe I might
have been chosen because of my interest in ~concept.~

drawing. I am also currently a resident artist at the Chicago
Printmakers Collaborative.
How did you become interested in programming and

What were your expectations with your first design ciass and
weretheymetbvthP.endofthesemester?

~

I wanted to give my students the tools to be leaders in the
industry. Tome,thetoolmostnecessaryforthisistobeself-

was looking for a medium that would afford me a larger audience . Painting seemed impotent to deliver a message to an

aware of a creative identity. Any English major can write specification documents, but a game-design leader will be a mature

audience: A gallery wall is too isolated from the mainstream
and it seemed arrogant for me to expect that a larger audi-

artist in control of their medium. By the end of the semester, all my students found a beginning of a creative ident ity

ence would seek me out. I decided to take my message to

and created their first game design based on it. I was really

the people. This also coincided with my daughter becoming a
gamer(shewas inthirdgrade)as I realized that the inclusion

pleased with the results

1

What is the most imoorta nt thiog youwant vourstudentsto
~

First, I would like my students to have knowledge of their importance within the creative class and the importance of the
role the creative class plays in contributing economically and
creatively to society. Students also need to understand that
games have a tremendous ability to communicate to a larger
audience: This gives great power and with this power comes
great responsibility.
Second, it is my goal for my students to become self-aware
and familiar with their creative identity. It is also important
that they obtain practical tools and skills not just to survive,
but to thrive . I would also like them to be able to synergize
their creative identity with their practical tools to make the
next generation of games truly amazing
In a classroom learn ing goes both wavs What have you 'earned
from teaching classeson orogramming andnowdesi go?
My students help keep me aware of what is going on in the
game industry and popular culture. They show me links, bring
in articles and feed my game and creative craving. This is no11monetary remuneration which happens in the classroom as
a result of the synergistic environment. I love what I am doing and the students in my classroom become energized and,
thus, are willing collaborators and creators. We share the excitement between us freely.
Every student I taught last semester had a moment of brilliance when they showed me a beginning of their greatness.
This gave me great joy and excitement about perflaps collaborating with them creatively one day. I am so eager to begin a
future when I can hire the people I am training and enjoy a
professionat,creative relationship everyday.
Also, in my quest to help my students grow, I strive to discover new ways of presenting information, to pull se lf-awareness
out of my students and help them learn to synergize. While
this is very challenging, this process of teaching makes one
a better teacher.
Ludology and narratology are two different approaches to
game design. You've coined the term "conceptualisr in regard
to game design and believe this is a third approach that should
be considered when designing a game. What is a conceptualist
and how does it compare to the other two approaches?
A conceptualist begins a game design with a concept. I define
concept to bean ideathatcreatesatranscendentmomentfor
the audience. This idea is what drives the design. All choices
- including aesthetics, level design, sound, gameplay, etc. are governed by the idea.
For a conceptualist, the experience of the game is orchestrated
by the designer to communicate a larger concept. This is different from ludology. A ludologist will explore games for games'
sake and does not care about an idea or story when designing
a game. However, if a ludologist is completely pure in his/her

10

quest to make games for games' sake, he/she is inherently a
conceptualist because the idea of games for games· sake is
driving the work.
Pure ludologists are the minimalists of the game world. For
narratologists, the story comes first. But, I believe this is putting the cart before the horse because a good story always has
a larger concept behind it. Yet, for many, this approach works
well. The Final Fantasy franchise is an excellent example of a
narratologist approach. Their stories are very interesting and
entertaining but the concepts found within the story are weak
The games they create are fun and engaging but do not provide
anytranscendentmomentsfortheplayer.
What are some pf the maior pillars (ideas statements\ you
stand hv when it comes to art and game design?
First, concept is the compass for art produced in the game
medium. Second, entertainment and conceptual depth are not
mutually exclusive. And third, art can change the world.
Whendidyou tirst realizevideo gamescrnlldheart?
When the Mortal Kombat movie came out in 1995, it collided
with frustration I experienced communicating with an audience
and inspired me to mainstream my artwork. This decision was
solidified in 1997 when Final Fantasy VII was released. As r
explored the game, I started redesigning the game in my head
to satisfy my need for conceptual depth. It was at this juncture
I realized games could be a true art med ium.
How did you come to create your definition of art?
Every artist has to decide for themselves what art is so that
they have overriding criteria for what they do. I was initially
influenced by Joseph Beuys when he said, "Jeder Mensch ein
KOnstler" ("Everyone is an artisr). I adopted his philosophy
when 1 started to think, "Everything is a medium." A natural
extension of this would be, "Everything is art." But that is too
simplistic and not true for me. As tried to define art for myself,
I asked, "What is importantr I struggled with that question for
a whi le when I decided it was easier to answer the question,
"What is not importantr
One aspect I define as not important is the physical manifestation of a work of art. How something becomes man ifest is
merely a byproduct of the exploration of the artist which is
further interpreted by the viewer/interactor. A work of art is
just li ke a person, in that it is not only what it looks like, but
also the life that resides within. That it has a physical presence of any kind is only so we know it exists, after which, we
can begin to engage and attempt to understand.
What is the " ir? "Ir is the transcendent moment that is
passed from one person to another through the work of art.
From there, it is only a small leap to say, "Art is an object,
idea or experience that transcends and becomes more than
the sum of its parts." This is vastly different than, "Art is everything." I draw the line there because it is the transcendent
moment which sets art apart, and not au objects, ideas and ex-

lated Leap . This is a book which tries to define and solve the
problem, "Why are artists starvingT I am also working on a

My fourth project is The Visual Literacy Organization. This organization will be a non-profit. At the moment, it is merely a

companion site which will give tools to artists to start their
own businesses. The motivation of this book and website is

twinkle in my eye. The vision is to advocate for art and counteract the downward spiral that has been set in motion since

to help others help themselves. As I discover the tools and
information needed to

1989, or so, when Jesse Helms crusaded against Robert Mapp!ethorpe. The mission is to marshal resources to spread visual literacy,createanartpublic-relationcampaign,encourage

//////////////////////////////////////

A work of art is just
like a person , in that
it is not only what it
looks like, but also
the life that resides
within. That it has a
physical presence of
any kind is only so we
know it exists, after
which , we can begin
to engage and attempt
to understand.
////////////////////////////

save myself from the
plight of the "starving
artist,tt I am passing
on the information. In
short, if I need it, others will need it, and
I'm going to tell them

egies I propose to utilize is to revise conceptions of what art
education is, change the way art is taught K-12, create pragmatic career options for art graduates and influence public
and private funding for the arts. One of the first projects of

what I know to help
them. You can sign up

this organization will be to finish the curriculum I started when
I was teaching K-8 and distribute it to teachers for free via art

to be notified of the

evangelists . literacy.theresadevine.com

launchof thebookand
websitehere: leap.the-

And my last project is a collaboration with a garment and

resadevine.com

textile factory in Pakistan . They saw my portfolio and are interested in producing the aesthetics of the "Not In My Neigh-

My second project is
"Not In My Neighbor-

borhood ff beauty imagery on clothes . It is very exciting to me
that "TheBeautyWithin tt could literallybevisibleontheper-

hood."' This isa series

son wearing it. I will probably pursue this as well. It will be a
collaborative effort between fashion designers, the garment;

ofprints,videosand
simple games which
incorporate beauty im-

agery into locations of
domestic battery found within a half mile of my home for the
year2OO7 . I strive to give each location a release from its violent identity through the amalgam of beauty imagery. This work
makes the point that this violence is found everywhere,even
in neighborhoods that are considered good places to live. Each
piece is titled with the police report number of the incident. I
consider this project-and all traditional studio work- conceptual research and development for future games. To view
theportfolio,browseto : nimn.theresadevine.com
My third project is "Unspoken .tt This is a series of photos
andmerchandisewhichmakevisiblethesubtextofourlives.
Most of the "Unspokens tt are inspired by co-workers. I also
consider this conceptual research and development for future games . To view the portfolio and purchase Unspoken
merchandise,visit:unspoken.theresadevine .com
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art ists to position their artwork in the mainstream and create
a national, non-government endowment for the arts. The strat-

textile factory and me.

Where do you think video games will he ten years from now?
The demand for entertainment that satisfies the audience's
sophistication and does not insult their intelligence is rising.
This demand will push companies to rise to the challenge
of producing products to satisfy these expectations. Video
games will be on the bleeding edge of this larger market shift
The games that will rise to the top of the market will be ones
that understand this and utilize conceptual sophistication in
their design. The video-game medium wi ll mature as works of
art are produced and the standards for greatness within the
art community will be implemented. The MFA is truly t he new
MBA and we will see this take hold in all industries in the very
near future . I am very excited to be alive right now and to be
an artist. The whole world isa canvas now. -,.

intern.ship
expenence
. . Gary_Kupcza k

This summer, I began an internship
at High Voltage Software in the
audio-video (AV) department. An
independent video game developer
located in Hoffman Estates, High
Voltage Software just celebrated
their 15th year of operation.

Although mypositionisunpaid,myscheduleisveryftexible.
It's a bit of a commute, so I generally opt to come in for a
long day once a week instead of trying to work a few hours
over several days. The drive out there isn't too bad and
since ldon'thavetobeinuntil lOa.m.,morningtrafficisn't
usually a problem
Working in the AV department is nice because, as one of
the smallest departments in the company, it's been really
easytogettoknoweverybody. It's hard to feel insignificant

when there are only a half-dozen or so people on your team.
Unlike the other departments, where people are committed to specific projects until completion, AV
works on all of the company's t itles simultaneously and occasionally does outside work as well. It's a
lot of fun, actually, because I'm never sure what I'm going to be doing on any given day
My responsibilities have been pleasantly free of the usual internship drudgery of getting coffee and
running errands to the mailroom . That said, most of what I do is still grunt work: Cutting up temporary
voice-over tracks. doing batch file renames and, when there's nothing else to do, cataloging the department's sound libraries.
Occasionally something more interesting comes up. One day, I sat in on a voice-over session in the
morning and later went next door to Red Eye Studios to record production tracks during a motioncapture session in the afternoon
Yet, no matter what else I'm working on, I spend the largest portion of my time working with MicroSoft
Excel. For example, when I get a voice-over session to work on, l"m given the audio file for the entire
voice-over session and a spreadsheetcontainingevery line,whichcharacteritbelongsto,whatpartof
the project it goes with , and information on the path and filename conventions . Then the rest of the process is to find the best take of each line -or make one if necessary - and make sure it gets exported
in the correct format and with the correct filename. When we're doing foreign, localization work, it"s important to make sure the translated voice-over matches the original in length. so a lot of time is spent
checking things against the a spreadsheet for consistency. Easily, half of the job is documentation
The company culture is great and everyone there has been very friendly. Once in a while, I get an op-portunity to test the latest build of one of the projects and give feedback . I look forward to continuing
my experience, at least through the end of the summer. -,.
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. . Terrence_Hannum

////////////////////////////////////////////
Sean Dack Ghost Hardware at Daniel Reich Gallery
May 24 - July 5, 2008
Maneuvering between the translated image and the translator
(consumer electronics) New York based artist Sean Dack presents
a dialectic on the hauntology within our digital recollections in
his exhibition Ghost Hardware. Equal space and consideration is
given to the c-prints of deteriorating digital images stopped middownload as is to the DVD players and compact disc players made
inutile because they are cast in rubber. These untitled sculptures
tell the tale of the inevitable antiquity of the future as, once, t hey
were themselves on a cutting edge . Here, they are relics and the
imprint of themselves without function or purpose: Reduced and
charged with a recent history.
However, in the c-prints, this element of ~pause:· whether utilized
by the home viewer or thrust upon home viewers by scratched
DVDs or fudged downloads, holds the potential to open up linearity
and provide a sequence unintended by the original author. While
here, we witness partial areas that could be read as a female
face, shredsofpostmodernarchitectureoreven, inonecase,a
CIA plane. It is this slowly opening aperture of information that
aids andabetstheenhancementofanoverall sense of unease
- even paranoia - since nothing is made entirely clear. Rather,
the wrongness of the transmission is understood and appreciated
for itself without the necessary knowledge of the source. I have
always admired the problems of mediating information and how it
contains within itself a random elegance and I admire how Dack
exploits this theme here.
Though, perhaps the most pressing was the aspect of Ghost
Hardware that was not physical in the gallery, making up the
downloadable aspect of the exhibition titled ~Future Songs~. Set
to the lyrics of Philip K. Dick, predictions with the music to Top 40
hits from the years 1983-2000, this virtual exhibition brings the
predicted apocalypse ofa sci-fi visionary to ourearbuds. ,SeanDack
Glr/NextDoor, 2008
Uniquedlg italC-print
45 x3 0inches

WestCoastMlsslle Tes t, 2007
Unique dlg italC-prlnt
30 x 44.7inc hes

////////////////////////////////
Kjell Bjorgeengen in Standard Sizes at
Andrew Kreps I June 14 - July 12, 2008
Standard Sizes was an exhibition curated by Portugese born and

NYC-based curator Joao Ribas that was absolutely massive,
containing over fifteen artists in a wide swath of media . Covering
sculpture, painting and digital realms, the sum mer group show
heldfewsurprisesexceptforthesmallcorridorgivenoverto
Norwegian art ist Kjell Bjorgeengen whose fl ickering, flat screens
hypnotized with their competing, staccato rhythms.
Themonitorsinthecorridorseemedtotransmitan interrupted
or incomplete signal, full of digital noise . Reminiscent of Tony
Conrad's Flicker (1965) or Stan Brak hage ·s Moth/ight (1963) but digitized and wrong -it takes some time to see that beneath
whatappearstobeerratum, is deliberate. Beneath what
appears to be a flickering chaos, is the throb ofa cadence,
as the subject and source of these pieces is, sound itself. -,.

SeanDack
The Road, 2007
UnlquedlgltalC-prlnt
39.6 ,,; 301nches
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
There are many computer languages in the world but few that take an approach
targeted towards visual artists. Processing is one of these and it attracts a flourishing community by contributing tutorials, open-source code, libraries and other
helpful materials. Like many open-source languages and environments there is a
large amount of material available online to help you get started. There are also,
however, two excellent books I highly recommend for those wishing to learn the
language quickly and in depth. Both take a different approach to the material yet
complement each other well.

////////////////////////////////////
Processing: A Programming Ha ndbook for

Processing: Creative Coding and

Visual Designers and Artists

Computational Art

by Casey Reas and Ben Fry

by Ira Greenberg

ISBN-13: 978-1-59059-617-3, Friends of Ed

ISBN-13: 978-0-262-18262-1 , MIT Press

Processing was created by the authors of

Thistexthasamoretraditionalapproachin

thistext,andtheirthorough knowledge of the

thatitstartsfirstwiththeoryandthenmoves

language and environment is apparent in their

on to practice . The first chapter, ~code Art,"

writing and code examples . Readers with no

gives some historyandbackgroundoncom-

prior programming experience and a desire to

putationalartandbriefbiographiesofsome

learn will have no problem learning how to cre-

influential computational artists. The second

ate interesting interactive work by the time they

chapter. "Creative Coding," discusses the origin

are half-way through the text. Although the book

of Processing and some of the basic ideas

is written with no prior programming experience

in programming,suchasproceduralversus

inmind,itdoescoverprogrammingessentials

object-Oriented . For readers using Processing

(such as variables, functions.objects, etc. ), and

asafirststeptoprogramming,thistextwill

it does itinaveryengagingmanner.

providemorein-depthinformationaboutsome

Thebooktakesagenerallytutoriatapproach;
each sectionstartswithanoverviewofnew

of the foundational concepts that are common
inmost languages

syntax introduced and an introduction , andis

Sowhichtextshouldyoubuyifyouwantto

fullofexamplesthatthereaderisexpected

learn Processing? If you like to jump in and

toactivelyrecreate,runand modify to better

startexploring,you will probably enj oy the text

understand the concepts. It is definitely a text

by Casey Reas and Ben Fry more. If you like

thatshouldbereadinfrontofacomputerwith

to try to understand a concept before "trying

Processing running.
For a text that is written for newcomers to
programming, ittakesthe reader fairly far in
the language and environment. The second
half of the book covers challenging topics such
as kinetic forms, physics, 30, and mobile ap-

it out,~ you might like the book Ira Greenberg
has written instead . Or, youcouldgetboth.
Each bookhasstrongpointsandyoumightfind
having both gives you a better understanding of
the language and environment
If you are interested in learning more about

plications . Andthecompellingartistinterviews

Processing, visit the website (processing .org)

dispersed throughout the text provide readers

to download the language and environment for

with inspiration on how to expand upon what

free and sign up for an 1AM class that teaches

the text has covered.

Processing: Generative and Algorithmic Art
(36-3310-01 ) and Computer Controlled
Installation Environments (36-3630).

-
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Age of Conan, released in May of this year, is an on line massively-multiplayer, action/role-playing game (MMORPG) based on the Conan stories created by Robert
E. Howard. Howard began writing Conan stories in 1932 and those rousing ta les
of swords-and-sorcery adventure provide a notable example of what is known as
"low fantasy". So-called "high fantasy", typified by the J.R.R. Tolkien Lord of the
Rings trilogy, is filled with magical creatures such as elves and dwarves, and often
contains a clear moral sense of right and wrong, good and evil. Things are much
darker in low fantasy, however. Magic and strange creatures are still abundant, but
the world depicted is darker, grittier, morally ambiguous and usually significantly
more blood-splattered.
/////////////////////////////

Age of Conan: HyborlanAdventures
Funcom,Developer
Eidos,Publisher
Massively-Multiplayer
Online Action/RPG
WindowsVista/XP
(Xbox360 to be announced)

This is the world that Norwegian game developer
FuncomhasbuiltforAgeofConan.avisuallystunning realization of Howard's prose. It certainly

mature themes and nudity. It is a dark and gritty
world that is savage and violent. Howard's stories {and the film adaptation) are full of barely

shares some visual cues with the 1982 motion
picture, Conan the Barbarian (starring a never-

clothed {if that) heroes and villains and the
game does not shy away from showing more

more-buff Arnold Schwarzenegger). but it ably
builds on that vision and creates a world that is

than a little flesh, though it will be interesting to
see what happens when the game is available

both amazing to look at and a whole lot of fun to
explore. A price is paid, however, for this fidelity

on the Xbox 360. a platform not exactly known
for displaying naughty bits . It is very possible

in that Age of Conan requires a state-of-the-art
computer and graphics card to really show itself
off. Themountainsaretoweringanddistant.the
forest and grasslands lush and thick, the characters and their equipment sharp and detailed,
and oh, does the blood splatter (as one would
expect for a game with this heritage.)
Age of Conan is rated

~M~

for blood, violence.

that the Windows players wi ll not be able to
play alongside the Xbox players, which would
allowtheinclusionofdifferentcontentforeach
platform.
Age of Conan is different from its MMORPG

brethren like the cash~ow World of Warcraft
or Everquest in that, in addition to focusing on
group questing and raiding (either with long-term

guildmates or in short-term ad-hoc groups), it allows its

release and that the developers hoped they wou ld have a

players to experience a great deal of the game as a solo
player. In fact. the first twenty levels (ofa possible eighty

fewweeksormonthsafterreleasetocleanupthehigherlevel content, but many (gamers being gamers) plowed

atthetimeofrelease)areprimarilysolo-playandverys ingle-character focused. This allows the developers of the

through the early part of the game in no time and began
pointingout - andinsomecasesexploiting - theprob-

gametopresentastorythatactuallyseemstoinvolvethe
playe(s character in a significant role, as opposed to the

lems . Some of the locations and quests are buggy, and
remain so nearly three months after launch. Additionally,

narrative disconnect felt in many MMORPGs. later in the
game, the solo experience is deemphasized over groupplay, but the connection the player feels to the story and

many users with powerful gaming machines report less
than acceptable frame-rates or graphics glitches . These
graphics problems aren't necessarily purely Funcom·s

environment persists
Gameplay in Age of Conan is more or less typical for the
genre of game. At the start, the player gets to pick from
one of three cultures-all human-andthenchoose

faultasgraphicdriversforthenewestvideocardareoften unstablethemselvesandglitchy,andvideodrivers in
general are known for cutting corners in pursuit of performance inwaysthatlaterproduceproblems.

from a selectionofcharacterclasses(variationsonwar-

Funcomcanbeheldresponsibleforhowithascommuni-

rior. mage and healer) avai lable to them. Not all classes
are available to all cultures and each is a proper fit for
Howard"s world. Combat in many MMORPGs is often

cated with it s community of gamers. If anything. MMOR
PGs are all about community, and that group of players

automatic, where a key command (or sequence of commands) triggers an action that the player then watches

has to be managed at all times. Above all, they demand
transparencyofinformation - somethingadeveloperis
often loath to provide especially if it means admit·

play out . In Age of Conan, the player stays more closely
involved with combat by having to make decisions about

ting to problems. Gamers. however, in general are very
understanding when dealt with forthrightly and truthfully,

howtoattackbasedontheopponent'sdefensiveposture
or movement. It does sometimes get a little excessive on

which is something that Funcom has only recently come
to understand. With a hugely successful 1,000,000+

the key-mashing (a concession to the eventual translation to a game console perhaps) but it does make for a
more engaging experience

cop ies sold at launch, it remains to be seen what kind
of long-term legs Age of Conan will have. But if Funcom

Overall. Age of Conan is great fun, but it is not without its
problems. Though the launch of the game was smooth
and well-managed given the incredible complexities involved in launching a modern MMORPG. the game remains a little rough around the edges. It is clear that
not al l of the content was finished and polished before
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can maintain open communications with its community,
fixtheoutstandingbugsandsupplementwhatexistswith
a regular stream of new content, World of Warcraft may
finally know which MMORPG it should be worried about
nipping at its heels . .,.

web
review/
.._ Eric_C._Brown

An enormous archive of folk and psych
obscurities I have only a spotty familiarity
with. Through this site, I was finally able
to get my hands on numerous Kuzuk1

.......

-

..
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tlme-has-tolckne--artlst.blogspot.com/
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September 25 5:00 p.m. / Ferguson Auditorium in
600 S. Michig,m

Scott Rettberg
ScottRettbergisaChicagonativewhonowlivesinNorway. He
writesaboutnewmediaandelectronic literature. Rettbergisan
associate professor of Humanistic Informatics at the University
of Bergen.

October 2 6:30 p.m. / Ferg11son Auditorium in
600 S- Michigan

Pau1 Slocum
Paul Slocum isa Dallas, TXbasedartistanddirectorandcoowner of And/Or Gallery in Dallas. TX. He has exhibited at
ArtHouse in Austin. TX, CANADA in New York. NY. Dunn and Brown
Contemporary in Dallas, TX. iMAL in Brussels, Belgium. Maryland
Institute College of Art in Baltimore, MD as well as the New
Museum of Contemporary Art in New York, NY. And/Or Gallery
opened in January 2006 and shows emerging and mid-career
artists from around the world who work in all mediums, but our
emphasis isonnewmedia . Theyareoneofthefewspaces in
thecountrythathastheequipmentandexperiencetohandlethe
qotile.net
www.andorgallery.com

October 16 5 :00 p.m. / Room 405 in
6?3 S- Michigan / 4th Floor

Christy Matson
Christy Matson is a Chicago based artist working with immaterial
data to create artifacts . Matson is also a professor at the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago. In herworksheisconcernedless
with truthful representationofinformationbutwithcreatingan
embodiedexperiencewith theresultingobjects . She entertains
anongoinginterestin systemsandstructuresthatformthebasis
fora technological narrative. She is struck by the incongruity of
thequantitativenatureandubiquityofdigitaltechnologywith the
analog experience of day-to-day living. DaHylife resists reduction
toameasurablestringofnumbersandremainsasadynamic
terrainsubjecttoananaloginterchangebetweenourbodiesand
the objects we encounter. Working with the traditional practice
ofhandweaving,herworkconflatestheseeminglyoppositional
structuresofadigitalandanalogconstruction . Creating work
asameanstoexplorethewaysthattechno!ogyhasbecome
amediatorofhumanexperienceandperception . Mining the
everyday for source material shedrawsonherowneveryday
interactionswithbothdigitalandanalogtechnology.Theimages
she weaves often draw from sound recordings of the loom. from
digital "glitches" that arise from file transferring processes or
from a conceptual investigation of binary systems . Sometimes
employingfeedbackloopstocreategenerativeoriterative
structures:soundscollectedfromtheloomarefedbackinto
thecomputertocreateanewstructureforthe loom to weave.
Matsonhasacontinuedinterestintheshiftinreciprocitythat
occurs when standing at a loomversussittingatacomputer
preparingfilestoweaveand how that manifests in changes to her
physica!ityand herexperienceoftime
www.cmatson.com

October 23 6:30 p.m. / Hokin 109 623 S. Wabash Ave. /
1fil..E!QQr

Mark Napier
MarkNapierisoneoftheearly pioneersofnet-art. Beginning his
work as a self taught programmer Napier would go on to be featured
insomeoftheimportantearlyexhibitionofinternetbasedart.
Perhaps most famously known for his piece "Shredder 1.0" (1998)
that using his own Open Source programming language would
deconstructelementsofagivenurlandcraftanewhackedimage
interface-often very abstract . Mark Napier is known for creating
interactiveonlineworkthatchallengestheverydefinitionsofart
www.potatoland.com

November 4 & 5 / Time and t ocation TBA

Ti met ravel:
30 Years Of Ars Electronica
A six-part lecture series about 30yearsofArs Electronica the festival
forart,scienceandtechnology. lnconjunctionwiththeSchootofthe
Art Institute of Chicago &The Electronic Visualization Library at UIC
EachlecturefocusesonadifferentaspectofArsElectronica,
ranging from interactive art to virtual reality.computer animation,
performanceartetc.Additionally.thisseriesexplainsArs Electronica
as an organization and how it transformed the industrial city of Linz,
in Upper Austria into an internationaltyrenownedcenterofdigita l
media arts . Thislectureseriesincludesrarelyseenmaterialsfrom
theArs Electronica archives and thereby gives a unique insight into
thehistoryofmediaart
www.aec.at;en/

November 13 5:00 p.m. / Ferguson Auditorium in
600 S. Michig,:in

Eddo Stern
EddoSternworksonthe disputedborderlandsbetweenfantasyand
reality,exptoringtheuneasyandotherwiseunconsciousconnections
betweenphysicalexistenceandelectronicsimulation. His work
exploresnewmodesofnarrativeanddocumentary.experimental
computergamedesign.fantasiesoftechnologyandhistory,andcrosscultural representation incomputergames.film,andonlinemedia
He works in various media including computer software, hardware
andgamedesign,kineticsculpture,performance,andfilmandvideo
production . His short machinima films include "Sheik Attack", "Vietnam
Romance", "Landlord Vigilante" and "Deathstar''. He is the founder of
thenowretiredcooperativeC-levelwhereheco-producedthephysical
computer gaming projects "Waco Resurrection", "Tekken Torture
Tournament", ·cockfightArena",andtheinternetmemeconference
"C-!evel Memefest" Heiscurrentlydevelopingthenewsensory
deprivation game "Darkgame·.
www.eddostern.com

For more information contact Terence Hannum at
312 369 7957 or thannum@colum.edu

-
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Just What Is It
that Makes New
Media So Different,
So Appealing?

by Patrick Lichty

Rather than taking this question at face value,

it is better to consider the cultural underpinnings that caused me
to ask this very, "silly" (according to Domenico Quaranta) question
in the particular way I presented it. Given the source of the pun,
its historical context in regards to its source reference, and the
relevance to the subject of New Media, it is the very silliness of the
question that demands we take the matter with utmost gravity.
Beca se, to paraphrase George Grosz, "This is bloody serious:'
hetitleheremayseemlikeanoff-hand

after World War I that would result in the emergence of

.~~~::.~:.:.:~J:: h.:~:t,:.:il:~:;s::.::

the Oadas

T

Today's Hornes So Different, So Appeal-

ing? It 1s that and much more. The
question of Just What ls It that Makes

New Media So Different, So Appealing?

1sactuallyaprobednvendeepinto

theantecedentsofNewMedia.

The era of Just What Is It that Makes Today's Homes So
Different, So Appealing? also reverberates the elegiac

feeling that arose after World War I in Weimar cult ure
through to the time of Theodor Adorno·s After Auschwitz.
Briefly put, Adorno states the impossibility of the justification of art after the atrocities of the Holocaust
But, as with the Dadas, Hamilton persists. However,

In 2008, we are living in a resurgence of Pop Art as

in contrast to the brutal satire of the Oadas-as Gro-

evidenced by the Japanese Neo-Pop and Murakami's

sz demonstrates in publications such as Der Blutige

SuperFlat movements as well as the American 8-Bit
movement. In addit ion, there is a resurgence of Pop
cultural structures such as (micro)celebrity, where ev-

eryone can have 15 seconds of fame on YouTube, as
well as the centrality of consumer culture mirrored in
Hamilton's collage. There are curious similarities and
differences of the Dada, Pop and New Media times : The
differences havetodowithanatomizationofsocialand
cultural scales through progressive, rhizomatic distribution through increasingly distributed networks . Simi lar
keyissues,however,remaininplace.

Here, have some
culture. Have all you
want. Don't worrywe'll make more.

The emergence of Hamilton's collage work undoubt·
edly comes from his research on the Dadas during the
1950s. In 1952, after meeting Roland Penrose at the
Institute of Contemporary Art in London, Hamilton was
introduced to Marcel Duchamp's Green Box notes. Sub
sequently, Hamilton would develop a friendship with Duchamp, which among other things, would result in his
creation of a replica of The Bride Stripped Bare by Her
Bache/ors, Even (The Large Glass) for Hamilton's curato
rial retrospective of Duchamp at the ICA in 1966. From
Just What Is It that Makes Today's Homes So Different,
So Appealing?, Hamilton distills Dada collage aspects
reminiscent of Hannah Hoch's Cut with the Kitchen Knife
and juxtaposes these with a mix of post-atomic anxiety
and consumer-kitsch giddiness prevalent during the
1950s industrial era. This actually makes great sensegiven that Hamilton was also active in the Campaign for

Ernst (Bloody Serious}-Hamilton balances his critique
with a playful style reflective of advertising, and spectacular design reflective of the American automotive
industry. Here, Hamilton incorporates signifiers of the
idealized ~new" life : A Ford car; Mr. Universe; a pulp
romancecoverframedasart;ascantilyclad,burlesque
girl-all in a new, California living room. Jn many ways, I
feel that Hamilton ironically advertises this marvelous,
new world of industrial plenty, despite that it was born
of the dual atrocities. But as Richard Hulsenbeck once
said, ~we lived in Dada times .. ", Hamilton, through his
piece, is speaking to a neo-Dada sensibility that would
also be heralded as the beginning of Pop. So, Hulsenbeck lived in Dada times; Hamilton ushered in Pop
times with a Dada sensibility and, as we'll see, there
are clear echoes of all this in the New Media times

Nuclear Disarmament-as it echoes the moral outrage
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Segue: Hamilton , Consumption
and Technology
n many ways, Hamilton represents the numer·

I

ous bridges between the early 20th century
avant.garde and the fin de millennium technological arts. For example. the Independent
Group-of which Hamilton was a part- had a
keen interest in ideas relating to the newelec

~~~~h:~e~~:~~~tb:~~n:~:n:u:h :y: ~:~~c:I

In addition, the ties the Independent Group had to the

storage (New Media ). is not so outlandish
Lastly, there also seems to be a progression of scales
in regards to the production of objects during the span
ofthe20thcenturyandthe firstdecadeofthe21stcentury. For example, Duchamp's Readymades still imply
the centrality of utility: the coat rack. the snow shovel,
theurinaL Theseobjects,whilestill mass produced , are
still "objectsofutility"andonesthatareconsumedby
institutions as much as individuals. However, in the era
of Hamilton's collage. excess capability from wartime
production engaged for the creation of consumer goods

ICA London led to Jasia Reichardt's seminal curatorial

centered on pleasure . Just What Is It that Makes Today's

project at the ICA: Cybernetic Serendipity (1968). It's interesting to note that Reichardt also consulted with Max

Homes So Different, So Appealing? showcases the individual house.the profusion of luxury and comfort items

Bense , father of the Stuttgart School of computational

like electronic appliances, entertain ment and lingerie
that will be expanded through Warhol's legends of soup,

art, again linking the influences of Dada and the ICA. In
addition, it would lead to the emergence of other, early
new media by artists such as Roy Ascott-a student of
Hamilton·s-who would lead the Caiia-STAR program
and found the PlanetaryCollegium.a leading institution
for the exploration of speculative thought in art and technology. From this, it only makes sense that Hamilton's
collage is actually a touchstone between Dada and the
coming of New Media and even Neo-Pop,

Elvis and Marilyn Monroe
However, a key difference seems to be in the scale of
commodity in those 4 0 years or so: Jn the mid 1950s.
the scale of the economy suddenly shifted to individual
consumption (with society's encouragement) and thus
for the individualtobuythenewhome,thenewcar, the
TV All of these are still relatively significant in size : They

Secondly, mass production and consumption played a

are still relatively "durable" goods , representing industry
as such. But, what is also significant is that there is

pivotal role in the lineage from Duchamp to the digital.
Forexample,theriseofcinemaandmassmediainthe

also the emergence of the rise of throwaway, consumer
culture- also alluded to by Pop-and represented in

Weimar era would cause thinkers such as Walter Benja-

Hamilton's collage by the framed pulp magazine. This

min to raise question regarding authenticity of the art
object. It is the shattering of this authenticity of "Art ..

illustration of the coming atomized, ephemeral culture
presages the coming of the "micro-," or even "nano-"

as auratic fetish that Hoch and Kurt Schwitters would
perfect through collage and Merz-Assemblage. Duchamp

culturethatisthedomainofNewMedia

would also pioneer this through the Readymade : uri-

New Media Pop: Microatrocity, Microcelebrity and Snack Consumer Culture.

nals, snow shovels and bottle racks. Therefore, through
Hamilton's obvious influence from Hoch, et a!. and his
research and friendship wit h Duchamp, the lineage, in

Up to this point, have been constructing a matrix of trajectories attempting to show the similarities and devel-

the time of Hamilton-from mass production/consump-

opments in art and cultural milieus . From the Dadas-

I

tion, industrialization and itsinterrogatorsfromtheear1y
avant-gardes- would become remapped along with the

including Grosz, Hoch, Schwitters and Duchamp-to
Hamilton and the Pop and cybernetic eras, trajectories

rise of consumer culture, mass media and t he coming of
thetelematicandcyberneticmovements,

of production, concepts, cultural trends and technological developments draw vectors towards the current New

However, from Duchamp's questioning of the mass ob-

Media age . There seems to be a cyclical relation be-

ject in the form of the Readymade, Hamilton also pres-

tween significant, aesthetic developments, cultural upheavals and resultant market effects that draw us into

ages the emergence of mass consumer culture in his
collage. The signs of mass excess are evident through

engagement with recurrent subjects between the times
of Duchamp , Hamilton and perhaps Manovich. I feel that

the invocation of Mr. Universe, the new car, the California
home, the girl-as-fetish/ fetish-girl- and even the elec-

the trajectory that modulates t he cultural effects from

tronic media devices in the room-all announcing the

Dada to New Media in regards to fame. atrocity and
consumption has to do with their deconstruction, "min-

great ironies of Pop . Pop, as Warhol would show, would
center mass media communications technology firmly
within the production of contemporary art through film,
commercial printing techniques and later, video. Therefore , the progression of leaps from the "fetishization~
of the mass object (Duchamp) to mass consumption,
(Hamilton ) and mass media (Warhol and Pop) to mass
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iaturization~ and ephemeralization. I believe t hat these
transformations- what I will call nano-effects- are essential in understandingJustWhatlsltthatMakesNew
Media So Different, So Appealing?

Microcelebrity

press about your blog; fifteen clips on YouTube.

One of the defining elements of the Pop movement is
its play with and criticism of the exploding mass media.

In addition, New Media times are a recursive pastiche: A
mash-up of styles and influences where the movement,

Hamilton opens the dialogue with his many referents to

the ~ism~ has imploded; where Neo-Pop (including Su-

the profusion of media : the pulp magazine as painting;
the tape deck; the TV; the formal nature of collage itself.

perflat and 8-Bit) is consuming Anime, fan culture, video
games and expressing concepts in terms of t he local

This is only logical, as Oadas like Raoul Hausmann and
Grosz were some of the first to hint at tactical media by

context of the time and place . The contemporary art
world has mirrored the Internet and cable television by

their use and recombination of mass media to create
notoriety. Of course, Warhol (and others) would expand
on the linkage of media and celebrity through his ereation of si lk screens. films and publications (such as

becoming hundreds of micro-genres or communications
channels. we have 500 channels . But, is anything on?

/nterviewandhisScreenTestseries),pronouncingthatin
the future, everyone would have M15 minutes of fame".

Microatrocity, Microeconomy

Perhaps that has happened, but now itisa second at a
time, perhaps at best.
A recent issue of WIRED magazine speculated about the
concept of Micro-celebrity, in which a person develops
a media following through their blog, You Tube posts, or
even Second Life or World ofWarcra~ exploits. Such a following can include a few hundred to a couple thousand
individuals. mirroring the niche-culture of cable television, blog aggregation and customizable media. In short,
it is the fracturing of mass media to what I call ~you-media" where the centralized broadcasVdistribution channelshavebecometargetedattheindividual. Such is the
media-targeted environment, where the individual need
only consume whattheydesiretoconsume and-as I
will mention later-in bite-sized chunks. Notoriety and
celebrity now comes as fifteen emails; fifteen posts of

othDadaandPop-ifweextrapolate from Hamilton·s influences,

B

sensibilities and as seminal
progenitor of Pop-were born of

atrocity: World War I, World War
II, the Holocaust and Hiroshima.
However, in the era of New Media,

weliveintheeraofmicro-atrocity
in which the notion of horror/terror is simultaneously
atomized and made ubiquitous. While conflict or genocide events (Rwanda, 9/11, Kosovo, Darfur, the Iraq
invasions) initially evoke horror and response, eventually the frequency and visibility of media attenuation,
however, make them seem even more frequent, (and
thus) less important and ultimately elicit only feelings
of abjection. Or, worse yet, atrocity becomes abstraction when taken in context of Baudrillard's assertion
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that "The Gulf War did not happen ,·· because he felt

Microconsumption, or "Snack Culture"

the war was turned into a video game via distortions

Withtheflatteningandatomizationofcultureenvisioned

created through mass media (like CNN ). It is not surprising then. that whi le the two World Wars were undoubtedly life-altering events that caused major,global
disruptions, President Bush encouraged people after

9/ 11 and in the early days of the second Iraq invasion,
to "get back to normal " and go shopping so as not to
disturb the American consumer economy.
The irony in the Neo-Pop culture is that the primary en

in Anderson·s Long Tail and the increasing "'niche-ing·
of culture brought about by exponential production, the
Neo-Pop era is one of microconsumption: 15 second
clips; 99 cent singles and free wal!papers; and do-ityourself weekend science projects. In addition, online
environments like Second Life valuate the currency of
their virtual dollar at a quarter of a cent so entire clothing ensembles can be purchased for only one dollar.

gines of Pop culture- that is-consumer culture based
on post-war excess and industrial capacity, have prolif-

It is the era of the dollar: McDonald's dollar burger: a
dollar music t rack; a dollar car in your virtual world . Ev-

erated and become distributed through networks, hun-

erything·s a dollar or less (metaphorically speaking): it
is You Tube and YTMND.com (a website with single-page

dreds of distribution channels and global production. To
counterpoint Baudri llard's idea in the Transparence of

webmedia "vignettes" , largely of pop cultural and crass,

atically distributed toeverywhereexcepttheirsource-

social themes); it is the experiential snack culture of
thequick,funandephemeral. And.as Anderson states ,

politics becoming sex and sport; sport becoming war
and politics, etc.-one finds that everything has become

there are shiploads and servers full of it: Immense
quantit ies of cultural fodder for pennies on the dollar

semioticallyde-centered . Or, as McLuhan puts it, "The
wallshaveallblownout."Whathashappenedisthatcul-

fortheconsumertograzeupon . Welcometothecultural

Evil , where he states that cultural functions have rhizom-

tural artifacts, war, economy, art movements , consumption , have become (largely) ephemeral- that is- to the
point where Pop's "quick hit"' and flatness have created
anequallyflatcu1ture.Thisresultantcultureisequiva-

"Value Menu"!

Conclusion
It's ironic, that what was first playfully posed as a tan-

lenttoasea of quantum noisewheretheimportanceof

gential question became a knife cutting to the heart of
issues pertaining to New Media times . Just What Is It

events is ultimately devalued and art is something that
cannotdemandmorethanthefifteensecondsofatten-

that Makes New Media So Different, So Appealing? cuts
to the quick of quantum media culture. where one is

tion , letalone,fifteen minutes.

continually bombarded with continuous streams of
snack-sized, cultural content: Celebrity, microcurrency

Microproduction
hisstatement- thatartcannotde-

T

mand more than fifteen seconds of
attention- may seem shocking but
is the result of the excess capacity
of media production created by net-

worked culture . Chris Anderson in
his book, The Long Tail , states the
explosion of media production capac-

ity will create an increasingly specialized niche-culture
of increasing numbers of genres and niches . If one is
toapplytheprinciplesofsupplyanddemand,products
in expanding niche-markets will become devalued and
proliferate likedust:The movie becomes the episode to
the · webisode " to the podcast to the YouTube clip; the
recordalbumreturnstothesingletrack- oreventhe
sample of three seconds or less (if one is to avoid copyright issues). The mass-market toy is collapsing from
themassmarket tothelimitededition (like vinyltoyboutiques such as Kidrobot, Rotofugi, et al. ), and one-off
fabrication made possible by emerging , rapid prototyping technologies. It is the smorgasbord of culture, with
the collapse of fame to microfame; production to microproduction and consumption to microconsumption.
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content , micro-holocausts, pocket toys and forgettable
webisodes. Forget the fifteen minutes of fame! We all
get fifteen seconds and fifteen die-hard fans.from Brussels to Bangalore. Actually. that's very democratic: Everyone and everything becomes roughly equal , culturally
speaking . Grabyourfavoritemediaclip,thenformatyour
digital video recorder and get ready for the next snack.
New Media has the capacity to be what you want it to
be, when you want it, where you want it-on whatever
platform you wish. That's sexy. It's different. It's appealing! But Duchamp and Hamilton showed us we had it
coming. It's bloody serious- but, oh- what fun!
Here, have some culture. Have all you want. Don't worry- we"ll make more .

December 8th - January 15th
September 18th - October 23rd

PixelShift introduces exciting new works
by 20 students from the 1AM Time-Based
Composing and Sound & Motion classes.
The artists investigate the perception of
space while exploring themes of myth ,
time, social networking, vira l campaigns,
the real and unreal. The work will be
presented through the seemingly simple,
yet exceedingly complex art of digitally
manipulated pixels within the physical
space of multiple graphics monitors.
The exhibit features explorations of
sound as shape and structure using the
computer as a creative visualization tool.
Narratives and subliminal messages
pepper this collection of work from
today's up-and-coming media artists.

/the
R
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The third annual Freshmen and Transfer Student
Exhibition, Soft Machine centers around the collegewide initiative welcoming Jack Kerouac's On The
Road scroll to Columbia College. Curated by the 1AM
Senior Practicum class, this exhibition will focus on
artwork inspired by the disparate group of poets,
artists, filmmakers and musicians who made up
the Beat Generation and transformed the American
cultural landscape.

October 30th - November 27th

As a celebration of the Columbia College Chicago 's
Game Design Program, the Interactive Arts and
Media De--partment at Columbia College Chicago
is pleased to present the 2nd annual Art of Play
exhibition at The Project Room , October 30th November 27th. Works range from fine art dealing
with notions of playfulness to video and cellular
phone games that the audience can literally play.

t
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manyofthevibrantand outstanding student works produced. With the merger between the Academic Computing and Interactive Multimedia departments. enrollment

Can walls and bad carpeting
mean something more?
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

By now, you have probably heard the news that
the Interactive Arts and Media department will
be vacating our current facilities-both in the

Wabash building and in the 624 S. Michigan
building-and re locating to the 1200 S. Wabash building in January of 2009. While I am
excited that our department will get a brand
new, state-of-the-art facility, I still can't help but

has grown exponentially. And, of course, who could
forget the time when the ugly. brown carpeting was replaced with less ugly, gray carpeting? Not to mention
the addition of the Project Room, the auditorium and
many other great things that have increased the awesomenessthatistheFourthFloor. Thisiswhereldidthe
bulk of my learning and I've seen so many good things
happen here. So. is it wrong for me to feel sad about
our department leaving this floor-this building-for a
new one?
Toanextent.yes,it is . Change isgood,orsol have to remind myself. So we all have to remind ourselves, as we
do every time a new version of Photoshop is released.
Whenever we upgrade Photoshop, we usually say or hear
others say the same things: ~ Jeez, now I have to learn

feel a little sad .

the new hotkey for the Paint Bucket! It never used to do
that when I hit F5.~ Or, ~why can·t it just do things like

//////////////////

thewayitusedtor

You see. the Fourth Floor of the 623 S. Wabash build·
ing is-as I like to put it-where I -grew up ~. I came to

visions and we wonder how we ever got by before Photo-

Columbia College as a student in 1997, not quite sure
about what I wanted to do with my life and not knowing
a darn thing about computers. But this department 0C·
cupying the Fourth Floor-called Academic Computing
at the time-needed students to work in the Open Lab
And I needed a job. Little did I suspectthatthisfloorof
an antiquated, downtown building would become a consistent part of my life for the next eleven years. Working
in the computer lab, I was able to discover my talent for
and love of digital media, specifically web design. Upon
graduation in 2001. I landed a job as a web designer
andwasalsohiredasanadjunctfacu1tymemberinthis
department.
As both a student and a teacher on this floor, I've wit-

Eventually, we grow accustomed to the new software,
which is better adapted to help us achieve our creative
shop CS number whatever.
The same process applies here.
lt'stimeformetoacceptthefactthatthiswarm,fuzzy
place known as the Fourth Floor of the Wabash building-where I and many others no doubt "figured it our
and kindled t heir passion for all things digital-will indeed be a thing of the past.
Sure, I'll have to get off at a different train stop and no
more grabbing a quick lunch at Harold"s Chicken Shack
between classes (not that I ever eat there). On the upside, for the first time, we are gaining a facility that is
tailor-made to our department's needs: more space.
more classrooms and hopefully. better carpeting. -,.

nessed this department progress. Over time, the bland
walls slowly got covered with display cases to showcase
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SeanDack
Bulldlng(Hotel,Pyongyang),2008
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